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Gravity driven instabilities in the earth's crust are eaused by inverted density distributions 
which may be of combined compositional and thermal (convective) origin. An order of 
magnitude estimate suggests that such instabilities may develop in the lower crust of ther
mally anomalous regions if the effective viseosity is less than JO'R-1019 Pa s. To compare 
the vigour of compositionally driven gravity overtums with convection instabilities, and to 
describe their effect on the temperature field, a nondimensional number Rt ("Rayleigh
Taylor number. ") is defined, which is analogous to the Rayleigh number, Ra, used for con
vection. Rt, multiplied by a factor depending on the geometrical arrangement, C, describes 
the diapiric heat advection relative to conductian (i.e. Rt C is a diapiric Peclet no.). Nu
merical models are presenled in which convective instabilities are superimposed upon com
positional (Rayleigh-Taylor) instabilities. Ra-Rt-space is explored up to Ra = 30 000 and 
Rt = 10 000. Several flow regimes are identified, in general agrcement with previous results 
based on linear stability analysis; after one Rayleigh-Taylor overtum the flow may become 
stable, it may oscillate or it may continue to convect in either one or two layers separated 
by an irregular oblique interface. In the case of compositional density contrasts only, Rt 
gives a good measure for the distortion of the temperature field or the anomalous heat flow: 
diapiric advection of heat becomes significant for Rt of a few hundred or more. Heat flow 
anornalies associated with diapirism ma y be interpreted in terms of Rt which contains infor
mation about the effective viseosity. 
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Gravity driven flows are quite common within the 
earth (Ramberg, 1981). If the driving buoyancy for
ces are due to compositional density differences, the 
flows fall into the dass of diapirism. Rayleigh-Tay
lor (R.T.) instabilities arising from an inverse den
sity stratification are a major subdivision of this 
dass of flows (Ramberg, 1981). Thermally induced 
density differences are responsible for flows known 
as thermal convection. Both of these general flow 
types have been studied in great detail in connection 
with salt tectonics (R.T.), plutonism (R.T.), plate 
tectonics and mantie flows (convection) (see e.g. 
Woidt, 1978, Schmeling and Jacoby, 1981, Marsh, 
1982, Christensen, 1984a, Jackson and Talbot, 1986, 
Schmeling, 1987, Schmeling et al., 1987). Studies in 
which both compositional and thermal density dif
ferences are considered simultaneously are rare. 
Convection in a compositionally layered mantie was 
investigated by Richter and Johnson (1974), Chris
tensen and Yuen (1984), Christensen (1984b) and 

others, but in these studies the density stratification 
was such as to stabilize the flow. Recent! y, Neuge
bauer and Reuther (1986) studied the rise of dia
piric volumes with inverted density by simul
taneously solving the equation of momentum and 
heat transfer. 

Two questions arise if one considers a combi
nation of a R. T. - and a convective instability. 
Firstly, how do the buoyancy effects arising from 
compositional and thermal origin superimpose 
dynamically? This question involves the transition 
from one R.T.-overturn to multiple convective 
overtums. Secondly, how is the temperature field 
affected? This question might even be important for 
a pure R.T.-overturn, which disturbs the tempera
ture field, but in which thermally induced buoyancy 
plays a minor role. 

There are two environments in which the above 
mentioned questions might be important. In tectoni
cally active continental regions, subjected to anoma
lously high heat flow from the mantle, elevated tem
peratures and wet conditions (inferred from high 
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electrical conductivities, R. Hutton, 1987, pers. 
comm.) might lower effective viscosities of the duc
tile lower crust (see e.g. Kirby, 1983, for a compi
lation of crustal rheologies). If these are sufficiently 
low, thermal convection may be possible, and can 
be assessed by the Rayleigh number Ra. Ra con
trols the vigour of convection and must be larger 
than a critical value (which is of the order 1000). 
The Rayleigh number is defined as 

Ra = (l) 

For the definition of these and further quantJtJes 
occurring below, see Table l. Taking tentatively Q 
= 2800 kgm-3, g = lO ms-2, a = 2.4 · 10-5 K-1, 13 = 
0.03 K m-1, h = 15 km, x = w-o m2 s-1, a viseosity 
as low as 1018 Pa · s is required to give an overcriti
cal Rayleigh number. In such environments, any 
diapirism or R.T.-instability (e.g. due to partial 
melting within the lower crust) will be strongly in-

Table l. List of quantities. Primed quantities are non
dimensional according to equations 7 and 8. 

Quan- Meaning Equ-
tity ation 

u.C Geometry factor 3 
g Gravity acceleration l 
h Total thickness of the layer l 
i> e Peclet number 4 
q Surface heat flow, averaged over the box 
q o Initial value of q 
Ra Rayleigh number 
Ra c Critical Rayleigh number 
R t "Rayleigh-Taylor" -number 2 
t Time 
T Temperature field 5,6 
ö T Temperature difference between top l 

and bottom of the convecting layer 
u Horizontal flow vetocity 6 
Umax Maximum value of u 
U ch Characteristic vetocity of the flow 3 
v Flow vetocity vector field 9 
Vo v at time t=O 9 
w Vertical flow vetocity 6 
w max Maximum value of w 
x Horizontal coordinate 5 
z Vertical coordinate 5 
a Thermal expansivity l 
� Temperature gradient l 
y Growth rate of a perturbation 8,9 
r Two dimensional u nit step function (=O at 5 

lJ 
positions, occupied by light material, else= l) 
Dynamic viseosity l 

x Thermal diffusivity l 
'\j! Stream function 5 
'\j! max Maximum value of '\j! 
Q Density l 
ÖQ Density contrast at the interface 2 
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fluenced by thermally induced buoyancy effects. 
Nate that the above assessment is only an order of 
magnitude estimate, since the actual viseosity is 
strongly temperature and stress dependent. To ac
count for the temperature dependence, l] in (l) 
should represent the viseosity at the mean tempera
ture of the convecting layer (Stengel et al., 1982). 

If the rise of a diapir (e.g. of salt or granite) is 
only associated with a R.T.-instability (i.e. Ra is too 
small for convection), the distortion of isatherms 
during rise might still be significant, thereby chang
ing the total heat flow. As will be shown below, this 
effect can be assessed by a single, nondimensional 
number, introduced here as the Rayleigh-Taylor 
number. 

R. T. -instabilities superimposed upon convec
tion 

The Rayleigh- Taylor number 

Thermal convection is only possible if Ra exceeds 
the critical Rayleigh number Rac. For overcritical 
Ra, the dynamical and thermal behaviour of con
vection is a strong function of Ra. In contrast, a 
R.T.-instability in viscous fluids occurs for any 
inverted density stratification, regardless of how 
small the density contrast is. For a two layer R.T.
instability with eonstant viseosity and a density con
trast .'1Q small campared to Q, the density contrast 
reduces merely to a scaling property. This implies 
that overtums with different .'1Q are dynamically si
milar (Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986). However, 
their effect on the temperature field depends on L1e, 
(3, K etc., implying that dynamically similar R.T.
overturns generally will not be thermally similar. Of 
course, for a temperature dependent viscosity, even 
dynamic similarity breaks down for different tem
perature fields. 

To campare R.T.-overturns with thermal convec
tion and to describe the effect on the temperature 
field, it is therefore appropriate to introduce a non
dimensional number, subsequently called the 
Rayleigh-Taylor number: 

Rt = L1egh3 

X l] 
(2) 

lt can be shown (using e.g. equations (5), (6), (7) 
below) that pure R.T.-overturns having the same 
boundary and initial conditions and a eonstant vis
eosity w�ll be dynamically and thermally similar if 
they have the same Rt. 

Obviously Rt can be constructed from Ra by re
placing the thermally induced density contrast 
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gall T in Ra by the compositional density contrast 
Llg. Rt has been previously referred to in the litera
ture as the boundary Rayleigh number (Richter and 
Johnson, 1974; Christensen and Yuen, 1984) for 
layered convection problems. In the present stud y, 
however, it is a measure of the vigour of a R.T.
instability and its potential to advect heat. The lat
ter property can be seen by defining the character
istic velocity of a R.T.-overturn by 

Uch = C  (3) 

where C is a factor depending on the geometrical 
arrangement. Using this velocity for the Peclet num
ber, which is a measure of the ra tio of heat advec
tion to conduction, it tums out 

Pe = Uch h = C · Rt 
x. 

(4) 

Thus, Rt is a sort of Peclet number of a R.T.-over
turn. 

Method 

Numerical simulation of convection plus R.T.-inst
ability is carried out by solving the coupled 
equations of motion and heat transport in two di
mensions in a rectangular box (see e.g. Christensen 
1984a, b): 

\74'\jJ' = Ra or - Rt or 

d t' 

ox' ox' 

ox' oz' 

For the definition of these variables, see Table 

(5) 

(6) 

l. 
The primes indicate nondimensional quantities. For 
dimensionalisation, one has to use: 

'ljJ x. . 'ljJ' 

T LlT ·T' 

(x,z) h · (x' ,z') (7) 

�2. t' 
x. 

(u, w) �(u',w') 
h 

The function r (x', z') is a two dimensional, unit 
step function jumping from O to l at the position of 
the interface between the heavy and light material. 
The equations are solved with a Finite Element 
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Code developed by Christensen (1984a, b) and 
Christensen and Yuen (1984). Uniess specified 
otherwise, the boundary conditions at the top and 
bottom are free slip with eonstant temperature, and 
the side walls are reflective. Viseosity is eonstant 
and the same within the two fluids. In large scale 
natural examples, of course, viseosity would actually 
vary with depth in response to the geothermal 
gradient. The inteTface is situated initially at half 
depth. Initial perturbations are applied on both the 
temperature field and the interface. The aspect ratio 
is v"2-

Models 

In the first set of models, Ra and Rt are varied 
simultaneausly to cover the transition from pure 
convection (Rt=O) to a pure R.T.-instability 
(Ra=O). Ra, Rt combinations are ehosen in a way 
to give approximately the same nondimensional 
growth rate 

h2 y' = -. y (8) 
x. 

where y is the dimensional growth rate describing 
the amplitude of the velocity field during early time 
stages 

v= v0 exp (yt) (9) 

The scaling of y in isathermal R.T.-instabilities 
(Schmeling, 1987, see al so Ram berg, 1981) differs 
from (8) by the factor Rt. The Ra, Rt values ehosen 

Table 2: Parameters of numerical models (see also Fig. l )  

Mode! 
no. Ra R t Regi me 

l o 1276.7 R.T. 
2 657.5 1276.7 R.T. 
3 1315.0 957.5 R.T. 
4 1972.5 638.4 OSCILL. 
5 2301.1 478.8 CONV. 
6 2630.0 319.2 CONV. 
7 2958.8 159.6 CONV. 
8 3287.5 o CONV. 

9 o lO R.T. 
lO o 100 R.T. 
11 o 1000 R.T. 
12 o 10000 R.T. 

13 10000 10000 R.T.--+ 2 LAYER CONV. 
14 20000 10000 R. T.--+ 2 LA YER CONV. 
15 30000 10000 R. T.--+ 2 LA YER CONV.--+ 

--+ l LA YER CONV. 
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regime, while above the honzontal Iine convection 
occurs above and below the interface. In the 
transitional regime "waves" they predicted oscillat-
ory behaviour (i.e. a wobbling interface without 
overtum in g). 

Fig. 2 shows the maximum stream function 'l'' max 
of the models l to 8 with �i me. ')!'max is a measure 
of the velocity amplitude (u'max;; Jt · 'l''max• w'max 

;; Jt · ')!' maxl-v"'Z), where u'max• w' max are the maxi
mum harizontal and vertical velocity, respectively. 
For mode! l, Rt=l277, Ra=O, while mode! 2 had 10 

JO JO 10' the same R t bu t Ra= 657.4 ( = Rac). Without 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, both Ra=O and Ra= 
Rac would show the same behaviour (no motion). 
However, in combination with a R.T.-instability, 
Ra=Rac Ieads to a considerably more vigorous 
overtum. Increasing the relative importance of con
vection (mode! 3) does not show a significant 
change in the overtum behaviour. Howeve r, for Ra, 
Rt-combinations reaching the transition zone to-

Fig. l. (Modified from Richter and Johnson, 1974). Ra, 
Rt-space for a two-layer system with an inverse density 
stratification heated from below. The space is subdivided 
into regimes of a single R.T.-overtum ("Rayleigh-Tay
lor"), who le layer convection ("convection", mixing the 
two sublayers), convection below and above the interface 
after one R.T.-overtum, and oscillatory behaviour with a 
wobbling interface after one overtum ("waves"). The Ra, 
Rt combinations of the numerical models are indicated. 

(models l to 8) should result in a growth rate y' ;; 
60, as can be determined from linear stability analy
sis, and are shown in Fig. l (see also Table 2 for a 
summary of models). 

Fig. l was taken from Richter and Johnson 
(1974), who carried out a linear stability analysis for 
a two layer system with a stabilizing density contrast 
(heavy material below), other conditions being the 
same as in the present models. They found that the 
region now labeled "Rayleigh-Taylor" was stable, 
that convection is possible in the "Convection" 

25 

20 

15 

� ·
max 

10 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

ward convection (mode! 4), oscillatory behaviour is 
observed after tpe first overtum (as predicted by 
Richter and Johnson, 1974). •The run was actually 
continued until e=1.6 and did not show significant 
changes in the shapes and ainplitudes of the oscil
lations. The inset diagram shows the oscillatory be
haviour if one starts with a stably stratified situation 
(which is then perturbed at t'= O). For models 5 to 7 
continuous heat input after the first R.T.-overtum 
is so strong that the circulation continues, showing 
damped oscillations which seem to converge toward 
a steady state after complete mixing. Mode! 8 shows 
the time behaviour of pure convection (Rt=O). 

Siarting from stable layering 

0.5 0.6 O. 7 0.8 0.9 

Time (non d im) l t') 

Fig. 2. Maximum nondimension al stream function (- vigour of the flow), as a function of time, for the 
models l to 8. Note the single overtum behaviour for models 1-3, the oscillatiorts of model 4 and the 
multiple overtum convection of models 5-8. The inset diagram shows modet 4, if started with a per
turbed interface between heavy material below and light material above. 



a) Model1 

Time= 0.0620 

Time= 0.0820 

Time= 0.102 

b) Model 3 

Time=- 0.0600 

Time= 0.0730 

Time= 0.0830 

Ti.lne= O.lM 

Time-a 0.234-

Time=0.314 

Fig. 3a-e. The evaluation of the in terface of models l, 3, 
4, 5 and 8, respectively. The lighter, hatched material was 
initially situated in the lower half of the modets. The times 
(t') are nondimensional. The (Ra, Rt) values of the mod
els are: 1:(0; 1276.7), 3: (1315; 975.5), 4:(1972.5; 638.4), 
5:(2301.1; 478.8), 8:(3287.5; 0). 

Time= 0.0980 Time= 0.298 

Time= 0.118 Time= 0.4ö8 

Time= 0.154- Time= 0.618 
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c) Model 4 

TlmO"' 0.064ll Time� 0.325 

'!'lm- 0.0860 Time= 0.4-46 

Time= 0.164 Time= 0.620 

Time= 0.260 Time- 0.800 

Figure 3 continued. 

Some of the models l to 8 are shown in Fig. 
3a-3e. The lighter material, which was initially in 
the lower part of the box, is hatched. Models l and 
2 (Fig. 3a and b) show just one overtum, with an 
increasing tendency towards overshooting (Fig. 3b, 
t'=0.154). Fig. 3c shows the overtum and subse
quent oscillation of mode! 4. Note the decrease in 
amplitude of the irregularities which formed at the 
time t'=0.26. This decrease is due to a stable den
sity stratification after the R.T.-overtum. In mode! 
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Time- 0.980 

Time- 1.160 

Time� 1.:UO 

5 (Fig. 3d), the overshoot after one overtum is so 
strong that the material continues to circulate. The 
increasing degree of mixing becomes evident. Note 
that Richter and Johnson (1974) still prediet aseillat
ing waves for this Ra, Rt combination and aspect 
ratio. The difference is presurnably due to the fact 
that here the mode! started with an unstable, 
inverted density statification. This leads to diapiric 
stems after one overtum, which continue to drive 
the flow (Fig. 3d, t'=0.117). With decreasing influ-
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d) Model 5 

Time= 0.0640 

Tlm.e= 0.0770 

Time= 0.0870 

Ti.mo- 0·.117 

T�me- 0.162 

T�me- 0.210 

TL .. e- 0.240 

T� .. e- 0.270 

Ii. ��e- o. 300 

Figure 3 continued. 

ence of Rt, mixing becomes more efficient (see Fig. 
3e with Rt=O, where the interface represents only a 
passive marker Iine). 

For the oscillatory wobbling case (modet 4 or 4* 
in Fig. 2 or 3c), the isotherms and streamlines are 
shown in Fig. 4 for approximately one oscillation. 
The driving mechanism of this oscillation can be 
described as follows. Fig. 4a: The distorted interface 
moves toward mechanical equilibrium; Fig. 4b: the 
isotherms are distorted by this movement which 
leads to thermal destabilization and overshoot of 
the interface: Fig. 4c: due to the distorted interface, 
motion slows down and reverses to levet out the iso-
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e) Model 8 

Time'= 0.024-0 T1me= 0.240 

Time= 0.0350 Time= 0.320 

Time"' 0.0800 T im'= O,ltOO 

Time"" 0.180 

therms; Fig. 4d, e show the later reversed version 
of this process. 

In the following series of models (numbers 9 to 
12), the Rayleigh number was set to zero, while in
creasing Rt from 10 to 10 000. Figs. 5a to d show 
the evolution of temperature during and after a 
R.T.-overturn, together with the streamlines and 
the interface. For Rt=10 and 100 (Figs. 5a and b), 
the temperature field remains almost undisturbed, 
i.e. heat diffusion effectively campensates heat 
advection during diapirism. For Rt=1 000 and 
10 000 (Figs. 5c and d), significant advection takes 
place, because the diapir transports heat. The 
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Streamllnes streamllneo Slreamlineo streamlines 

Fig. 4. Isotherms (top series), streamlines and interface (bottom series) of model 4 during approxima
tely one oscillation. The indicated times are nondimensional. The visible interface separates light ma
terial above from heavy material below. 

streamllneo 

a) Isol.her.,g I sotherms I solherms 

1-· 

r----· 

StreomLL.nes StreomLL.nes St..reamLL.nes 

t'-= 5.110 y'= 0.08 t'= 2.1•!a' 

Fig. 5. Evolution of the temperature field (top of figures) during one R.T.·overturn. Ra=O, Rt is 10 
(Fig. Sa), 100 (Fig. Sb), 1000 (Fig. Sc), 10 000 (Fig. Sd). Times are nondimensional. Note that the 
number of streamlines is scaled by the maximum stream function 1j!' at any stage, and that the tlow 
velocities at the late stages in each figure are very small. 

1'�0.01 



Isatherms I sotherms Isatherrns 

�------------------------

Streomli..nes Streamli..nes Streamli..nes 

t'=· 0.710 ,�0.45 t'= 1.170 
l v=o.68 t'= 2.870 "1'�0.03 

c) l salherms Isatherms I salherms 

St.reamli..nes St.reamli..nes St.reomli..nes 

t': 0.0775 '\(:5.70 t',. 0.11.3 '\f= 5.13 t'= 0.208 '\f'= 0.62 

StrE>amli.nes Streaml�nes St.rc-amli..nes Skeo"'L�nes s· .. .reot!'l�nes 
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� '
max/Rt 

q/q0withRt 

_____ _j 

500 

0.008 

0.006 
��ax/Rt 

0.004 

0.002 

Fig. 6. Maximum stream function 1J!'ma/Rt (right scale) and mean relative surface heat flow (left scale) 
as a function of nondimensional time for the models 9 to 12. Ra=O and Rt changes from 10 to 10 000. 

change with time of the mean surface heat flow in
duced by a R.T.-overtum (with Ra=O) is shown in 
Fig. 6 for the previous models. The dashed curve 
gives a maximum nondimensional stream function, 
which becomes the same for all models if multiplied 
by Rt (R.T.-overtums with different Rt are dynami
cally similar). The maximum of this curve indicates 
the most vigorous stage during an overturn. The 
surface heat flow q is averaged over the box and 
divided by the initial heatflux q0. For Rt=10 and 
100 no significant change in q/q0 is observed. For 
Rt=l 000 or 10 000, q increases significantly, sho
wing a time lag with respect to the maximum over-

tum vetocity (i.e. 'ljJ' 
max) and an increased recovery 

time back to q0• 
The behaviour near the triple point between one 

Rayleigh-Taylor overturn, single- and double layer 
convection (Fig. l) is indicated by the models 13 to 
15 (Figs. 7a to c). While modet 13 (Fig. 7a), with 
Ra=Rt=lO 000, effectively becomes stable after 
one overtum (note that the streamline spacing is 
scaled by 'ljJ' 

max which decreases drasticall y during 
the run), modet 14 (Fig. 7b) develops two (weak) 
convection cells, one on either side of an oblique, 
weakly aseillating interface. If Ra is increased to 
30 000, a strong R. T.- ( + conyective) overtum oc-

St.reomL�nes SLrea:nl�nes SlreomLi..nes St.reamli...nes 

t'= O.OOSOO Ra:�. 20000. l''= 112.92 t'= J.JHJ '\!'� (8. Jt ,.,.·� 5.03 t':::O.lSQ 

Fig. 7. Evolution of temperature, streamlines and interface of the models 13 (Fig. 7a), 14 (Fig. 7b) and 
15 (Fig. 7c). They show the transition from an R.T.-overturn (a), to two-layer convection (b) and one
layer convection (c). 



Isatherms 
Isatherms Isatherms Isatherms 

StreamLLnes StreamLLnes StreamLLnes StreamLLnes 

Isatherms Isotherms !sotherms !sot.herms 

St.reoml�nes Streoml�nes St.reomL�nes StreamL�nes 

t':: O.ODiS� Ro- 300��.' 1fl;!70.35 t'" 0.0079i -y·� 43.58 t'= 0.0234 vh B. !i t:= C.DS3i V'= 13.�3 

ls�therms Isacherms Isatherms 

StreomL�nes Streoml�nes St.reamL�nes 

t:,. 0.0604 V':o. u.;s t:= o.os12 V'•".2o l'� o.o1s2 V' 22.10 
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r =o. t' = 0.216 

l'= O.OSb t' = 0.296 

t' = 0.136 t' = 0.376 

t' = 0.176 t' = 0.-lM 

Fig. 8. Convection with Ra= lO 000 and no-slip boundary conditions at top and bottom. The interface 
between the hatched and white region is passively driven by the convective flow (Rt=O). 
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t' = 0.0500 

t' = 0.122 

t' = o.zoz 
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t' = O.ZBZ 

t' = 0.36Z 

Fig. 9. Model with Ra=7 500, Rt=2 500 and no-slip condition at top and bottom. Note that the lighter 
hatched material was originally situated in the lower half. 

curs (Fig. 7c), followed by two separated convection 
cells on either side of the strongly distorted in
terface. However, t hese two cells are not stable. 
Instead a third cell develops which contains the in
terface, takes over the main flow and will eventually 
lead to one-layer convection and complete mixing 
(Fig. 7c). 

Discussion 

Transition from one to multiple overtums 

The above models give a general view of Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilities superimposed upon thermal con
vection as weil as the effect of one R.T.-overtum on 
the temperature field. The Ra, Rt space is explored 
up to Ra, Rt values of 30 000 and 10 000, respect
ively. 

The transition from one R.T.-overtum to 
multiple convection overtums is found to coincide 
with the regime of marginal stability for the case of 
a stabilizing density stratification (see Fig. 1). The 
averstable oscillatory mode near this marginal 
stability regime found by linear stability analysis 
(Richter and Johnson, 1974) occurred also in the 
present models. Starting with an unstable stratifi-
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t' •0.� 

t' = 0.0900 

t' = 0.130 

tf = 0.170 

Fig. JO. Mode! with Ra= Rt=S 000 and no-slip condition 
at top and bottom. In other respects, like Fig. 9. 
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cation, as in the present modets, gives a very effec
tive mechanism to excite the oscillatory overstable 
mode (model 4 in Fig. 2 or 3). 

As soon as Ra is sufficiently strong compared to 
Rt, multiple overtums lead to effective mixing. For 
the models 5 and 8 the nondimensional overtum 
time is of the order 0.1. With typical parameters of 
the lower crust (see section 1), this overtum time 
lies in the order of l Ma. Of course, the overtum 
time increases significantly as Ra is decreased. 

Fig. l suggests that the flow will be in the single 
R.T.-regime if 

Rt/Ra >Y3 (lO) 

(for Ra significatly larger than Rac)· With the defi
nitions of Ra and R t ( equ. l and 2) (lO) reduces to 

>1/3 (11) 

where �l>th is the maximum density contrast in
duced by thermal expansion. Thus, the parameters 

�Q, �l>th mainly determine whether convection or 
R.T.-overtums will occur, while the remaining pa
rameters, g, h, x, l] influence Ra and Rt in the same 
way, leaving the ra tio R t/Ra eonstant 

No-slip condition 

The free slip boundary conditions in the previous 
models are rather idealized. More complicated 
structures develop if one chooses no-slip boundary 
conditions. Since a systematic series of no-slip mod
els is not yet completed, the following models are 
shown only to illustrate the possible effects. Fig. 8 
shows steady state convection with Ra= lO 000 and 
no-slip conditions at the top and bottom. The vo
lume originally situated in the lower half of the 
mode! is hatched. The interface is passively driven 
by the convective flow. Comparison with free slip 
convection (Fig. 3e) shows that the convective core 
now detorms in a non-uniform way. However, a test 
with aspect ratio l, which is not shown here, leads 
to a convective core without shearing structures (a 
rigid body rotation). If Rt is increased, oscillatory 
behaviour after one overtum is observed for the 
combination Ra=7 500, Rt=2 500 (Fig. 9); how
ever, the structure is complicated by secondary dia
pirs. In the case Ra=Rt=5 000 (Fig. 10), the secon
dary diapir forms so close to the st e m of the primary 
diapir that it is swept upwards together with its own 
s te m. 
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Effect of R. T. -overturns on the temperature field 

From Figs. 5 and 6 it becomes obvious that an R. 
T.-overturn influences the temperature field or 
surface heat flux significantly if Rt exceeds a few 
hundred. If inverted density stratifications of the 
order of ÖQ = 100 kg m·3 occur in the lower crust 
(which may be due to partial melting), Rt will ex
ceed a few hundred if the effective viseosity is less 
than or equal to around 1019 Pa ·s (assuming h=15 
km, x10·6m2s-1). Of course, this is only an order of 
magnitude estimate because the rheology in nature 
is highly temperature dependent, prohihiting a 
direct application of the presented models. As a 
consequence of a high Rt, the arrival of a diapir 
should be seen as a surface heat flow anomal y, 
which, at very high Rt (Rt>3 000), should still be 
observable Iong after the time of emplacement. 
Thus, from the presence or absence of heat flow 
anornalies around recently emplaced diapirs, infor
mation about Rt and rt can be inferred. 

For salt diapirs, the above reasoning is compli
cated by the fact that the thermal conductivity of 
salt is about 2-3 times larger than that of other se
dimentary rocks. This may lead to a Iong term ano
maly of the surface heat flow of the same order due 
to conductian alone. This effect may be difficult to 
separate from an advective increase of the heat flow 
during emplacemnt of a salt diapir. Significant Rt
numbers during salt diapirism will occur if the effec
tive viseosity during overtum is less than - 1019 
Pa · s (assuming ÖQ = 300 kg m·3, h=10 km, 
x=2 . 10'6m2s'1). 

Conclusion 

In the preliminary series of models, the superpo
sition of convection with a Rayleigh-Taylor inst
ability was numerically investigated up to Ra and 
Rt values of 30 000 and 10 000 respectively. Flows 
of this kind can be important in the Iower conlinen
tal crust of regions subjected to anomalous heat 
flow from the mantle. Further cases of application 
are salt diapirs which may advect heat during their 
ascent. Ra, Rt space can be divided into a R.T.
regime (on e overturn), an oscillatory regim e ( oscil
lations of the interface after one overturn) and a 
convective regime (multiple overturns). For a pure 
R.T.-overturn, the Rt-number provides a useful 
measure of how strongly initially harizontal isa
therms are distorted, and of how strongly the 
surface heat flow will increase during and after the 
overturn. 

The application to realistic situations is limited 
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due to the idealized assumption of a eonstant vis
cosity. Actual crustal rheology is very complex, 
changing from brittle to ductile, and exhibits a stong 
temperature and stress dependence. Further im
provments of the models will involve different thick
nesses of the lighter source layers, which may lead 
to interesting effects if the dominant wavelength of 
the convective instability differs significantly from 
that of the R.T.-instability. 
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